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Central Bank to Introduce Rules for Dealing with Fund Errors
What has been published by the Central Bank?
On 9 September 2019, the Central Bank of Ireland (Central Bank) published a consultation seeking feedback
on a proposed set of rules covering the ‘treatment, correction and redress of errors in investment funds’. The
consultation, which is open until 9 December 2019, poses a series of questions to industry on a proposed
approach to the development of a regulatory framework in this area. Following this consultation, the Central Bank
proposes a further consultation on the draft requirements and guidance which it will prepare, taking account of
the outcome of the current process. Industry, therefore, has an early opportunity to put forward its views ahead
of the Central Bank commencing to draft the rules.

What is the impact of this publication by the Central Bank?
Currently, there is no formal Irish regulatory regime for the treatment of errors in investment funds.
This consultation, therefore, represents the first step by the Central Bank in the establishment of a set of rules
and requirements to govern how funds and their management companies should address fund errors.
The Irish industry body, Irish Funds, has a long-standing guidance paper (Guidance Paper 6), revised on several
occasions, which addresses ‘Investment Restriction Breaches, Pricing Errors, Compensation & Reporting’. In
the absence of a regulatory regime, these guidelines are regularly deferred to by industry participants when
addressing the matter of investment fund errors.
From an industry participant perspective, it is, therefore, welcome that the Central Bank’s consultation paper
acknowledges the existence of the industry guidelines and, in certain respects, proposes carrying over principles
within the guidelines in its development of rules in this area. The consultation paper, however, covers a broader
range of topics than those in Irish Funds’ Guidance Paper 6 (see ‘subject matter’ below).

Analysis of Proposed Regulatory Rules
The following table considers the proposals from the Central Bank in its consultation paper and crucially, from an
impact perspective, whether and how such proposals diverge from current practice under the industry guidelines.

DO PROPOSED CENTRAL
BANK RULES DIVERGE
FROM INDUSTRY
GUIDANCE?

CENTRAL BANK PROPOSED
RULE

CURRENT INDUSTRY
GUIDELINE

Scope

Scope is determined by
reference to manager status
and includes all UCITS
managers, AIFMs, fund
management companies
(subject to local rules in respect
of non-Irish funds under
management) (FMCs) and
depositaries.

Scope is determined by
reference to fund type and
includes all UCITS, AIFs and
non-UCITS

Subject Matter

NAV errors, investment errors,
overpayment of fees and any
other error not captured under
one of these headings.

NAV errors and fund investment Yes. The subject matter of
breach errors.
the Central Bank’s proposed
rules is broader as it covers
the additional errors of
overpayment of fees and any
other errors (referred to as
‘Control Breach Errors’) not
captured under one of these
headings.

Materiality
Threshold for
Errors

Quantitative Materiality
Thresholds:
MMFs 0.10% of NAV
Other investment funds 0.50%
of NAV.

An error which has a NAV
impact of 0.50% or greater.

Yes. The Central Bank’s
proposed rules for the
calculation of the ‘materiality
threshold’ for errors are more
detailed as they provide
for both a quantitative and
qualitative measurement. The
quantitative measurement also
differs from current industry
guidelines as it includes a lower
measure for MMFs of 0.10% of
NAV.

In respect of material errors
only.

Technically no divergence
as industry guidelines do not
cover fee errors. However,
the Central Bank’s definition
of ‘material’ would lead to
divergence from industry
guidelines.

Qualitative Materiality Factors:
Where an error is deemed
not to meet or exceed the
materiality threshold, the error
may nevertheless be deemed to
be material taking into account
any relevant surrounding
circumstances. Such qualitative
factors are likely to include
(i) the circumstances which
resulted in the error (for
example, inadequate controls)
or (ii) the duration of the error.

Compensation
Requirement
for Errors

In respect of material errors
unless the error is a fee error, in
which case a sum at least equal
to the sum of the overpayment
should be repaid to the fund
and, where applicable, to
investors.
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Yes. The scope of the Central
Bank’s proposed rules is
broader as it includes nonIrish funds managed by Irish
FMCs (without prejudice to
requirements and guidance in
another relevant jurisdiction).

CENTRAL BANK PROPOSED
RULE

CURRENT INDUSTRY
GUIDELINE

DO PROPOSED CENTRAL
BANK RULES DIVERGE
FROM INDUSTRY
GUIDANCE?

Compensation
Requirement
for Inadvertent
Investment
Breach Error

In the case of an inadvertent
investment breach error (either
material and non-material),
it would appear appropriate
that redress should generally
not be payable except where
otherwise deemed appropriate
by the depositary.

Compensation is not normally
required in respect of an
inadvertent investment breach
error.

No material divergence.

Compensation
Arrangements

The Central Bank proposes to
introduce guidance and rules
in relation to how redress
arrangements should operate
where errors occur. The
guidance will include principles
prescribing how such redress
arrangements should generally
operate.

Should a pricing error
continue over a period of time,
compensation will normally
be required only on the dates
where the pricing error is
material.

Potential divergence depending
on the outcome of the Central
Bank’s consultation.

Appendix 2 outlines the various
compensation arrangements
that should be considered in
the event of a material pricing
error.

The Central Bank considers
De-Minimus
Levels (DML) for that DMLs may have some
Compensation merit to avoid a situation where

In circumstances where a
material pricing error has
occurred, it is permissible to
an investor would receive
apply a DML. For example, the
a redress payment but due
DML may require the individual
to the costs involved would
compensation amount payable
not accrue any net benefit.
per shareholder/unitholder
However, the current industry
to exceed a certain value,
DMLs (see column to the right)
prior to becoming payable to
appear excessive, particularly
the shareholder. It is industry
for institutional investors.
standard to apply a DML
The Central Bank is therefore
per shareholder at €50 for
seeking feedback on (i) whether retail investors and €500 for
DMLs should be applied, (ii) the institutional investors, provided
rationale for a differentiated
a material pricing error has
approach for retail and
occurred. It is recommended
institutional investors and (iii)
that approval from the FMC
what might be an appropriate
is obtained prior to the
threshold(s) if DMLs are to be
application of a DML.
applicable.
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Potential divergence depending
on the outcome of the Central
Bank’s consultation.

CENTRAL BANK PROPOSED
RULE

CURRENT INDUSTRY
GUIDELINE

DO PROPOSED CENTRAL
BANK RULES DIVERGE
FROM INDUSTRY
GUIDANCE?

Pricing Errors &
‘Best Available
Information’
Exemption

N/A

Where a NAV is dependent
upon an estimate or exercise
of judgement, if judgment is
exercised in a manner that is
consistent with the valuation
policy and procedures of the
fund and the FMC has taken
the due care and skill that a
diligent FMC would reasonably
be expected to take in the
circumstances, a subsequent
difference upon receipt of
additional information in the
future would not be considered
a NAV pricing error.

Recording of
Errors

The FMC and depositary will be
required to maintain a written
record of all errors that occur.

The FMC shall ensure all
No material divergence
material pricing errors are
proposed by Central Bank.
recorded, and the administrator
shall maintain a pricing error
log to record all errors (material
and non-material).

Regulatory
Reporting of
Material Errors
to the Central
Bank

Existing dual reporting
obligations to be maintained.
However, it is proposed to
amend the obligations imposed
on the FMC to consist of one of
the following:

Dual regulatory reporting
obligations of FMC and
depositary noted.

Limited divergence proposed to
the FMC’s regulatory reporting
obligation.

The FMC may agree with each
depositary whether reporting
of non-material pricing errors
is required on an ad-hoc or
periodic basis.

No divergence. Central
Bank proposes aligning new
rules with current industry
guidelines.

Yes. The Central Bank’s
proposed rules do not include
this exemption and provide for
the payment of redress for all
material NAV errors.

• Imposing an obligation on
a FMC to report errors to the
depositary, which in turn would
fulfil the regulatory reporting
obligation as required; or
• Imposing an obligation on
a FMC to report any material
errors which have not been
reported by the depositary to
the Central Bank.

Regulatory
Reporting of
Non-Material
Errors to the
Central Bank

Taking account of experience
and feedback from the
functioning of the current
reporting regime, the Central
Bank proposes requiring
reporting with respect to
material errors only.
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CENTRAL BANK PROPOSED
RULE

CURRENT INDUSTRY
GUIDELINE

DO PROPOSED CENTRAL
BANK RULES DIVERGE
FROM INDUSTRY
GUIDANCE?

Responsibility
for Rectifying
Errors

The FMC is ultimately
responsible for ensuring that
the error is ‘appropriately
rectified’ i.e. it ensures (i)
identification and classification
of the error (including assessing
materiality), (ii) correction of
the error (including compliance
with any reporting and
notification obligations) and (iii)
redress of the error (including
the payment of redress to the
fund and / or investors).

It is the responsibility of the
FMC to ensure that any errors
are correctly, promptly and
appropriately dealt with to the
satisfaction of the Depositary

No divergence.

Depositary
Oversight
of Error
Rectification

The depositary must ensure
that the error has been
appropriately rectified by the
FMC.

The depositary shall use
reasonable endeavours to
ensure any loss to the fund/
investors is made good by the
party at fault and/the FMC.

Yes. The Central Bank’s
proposal includes the
introduction of a new
rule which would oblige
depositaries to ensure
rectification of the error.

Investor
Notification of
Errors

The Central Bank considers that
there is merit in introducing an
obligation on FMCs to notify
investors of any error found
to be material irrespective of
whether redress is required or
not. Feedback is sought in the
Central Bank’s consultation
paper.

Where the investment breach
error is rectified to the
satisfaction of the depositary,
the depositary is not required
to make reference to the
investment breach error in
the annual depositary report
to shareholders unless the
depositary has sufficient reason
to believe the FMC has not
demonstrated adequate control
over the compliance with
investment restrictions.

Potential divergence depending
on the outcome of the Central
Bank’s consultation.
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What can William Fry do to help?
The Central Bank’s consultation on the ‘Treatment, Correction and Redress of Investment Fund Errors’ is open
until 9 December 2019.
Please contact the Asset Management and Investment Funds team if you would like to discuss the Central Bank’s
proposals or if we can be of assistance in any response you may wish to submit to the questions posed in the
consultation.
You may also respond directly to the Central Bank by emailing your response in Word format to fundspolicy@
centralbank.ie clearly labelled “Consultation Paper 130: Treatment, Correction and Redress of Investment Fund
Errors”.
Once the consultation is closed, the Central Bank will publish all contributions submitted along with a feedback
statement.

Contact Us
For more information, please contact one of the below or your usual William Fry contact.
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+353 1 639 5222
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